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ENGINEERING THE INFORMATION AGE
WHERE NEXT: INFORMATION UTILITIES AND
INFORMATION APPLIANCES
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The Last Five Years:
the Emerging Information Infrastructure & Society
Where Next:
Information Utilities and Information Appliances
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Utilities & Appliances - The Next Generation

Computing and Communications
The Next Generation
-Global Telecomms and the Internet >>>
Information Utilities
-ubiquitous, secure, dependable,
-digital, multimedia,
-PC's, phones, faxes, TV's, cameras, printers »»
Information Appliances
-digital, multimedia
-communicating
-families
-dedicated, intuitive, simple, tool

.,
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The Information Utility
Enterprises

Individuals
Information Appliances

Behind the Wall-Problems of Scale
Information Utilities
Giant Information Systems (GIS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Telecomm Infrastructure- billions of computers
Extranets and security
Internet: 500 million computers
Storage explosion: 2 KMGbytes (2 exabytes, 2GGbytes)
of online hard disc storage on today's Internet
?50 billion photos per year in 1997 @1Mbyte
- 50 petabyte/yr (50 MGyte/yr)
NASA earth imaging -1 terabyte (1 MGbyte) per day
CERN LHC -1 exabyte (1GGbyte) per year
Brain: 100 million nerve cells, 100 trillion synapses
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Units of Storage
1 Gigabyte = 1 billion bytes = 1000 Megabytes
1KMbyte
(1 thousand million bytes)

=
=

1 Terabyte

1 Petabyte

=1 trillion bytes =1000 Gigabytes

=1KG byte
=(1 thousand billion bytes)

= 1 quadrillion bytes = 1000 Terabytes

=1MGbyte

= (1 million billion bytes)
1 Exabyte

= 1 quintillion bytes = 1000 Petabytes

=1 KMGbytes =1 GGbyte
=(1 billion billion bytes)

I

Internet and Cyberspace
Scale, Growth, Complexity

I

I

PC's on Internet:
Host computers:

1996 - 30m; 1998 -100m; 2000 - 230m
1998 - 30m; 1999 - 43m; 2000 -100m

WWWSites:
URLs:

1997 -1.7m; July 1998 -10m
Dec 1996 -72m; Sept 1997 - 200m

Storage per Server:
Storage per PC:

1998 - 50Gb;
1999 - 4Gb;

Total Internet Storage:

1998 - 2000m Gbytes
2000 - 50,OOOm Gbytes
- 50KMGbytes

2000 - 500Gb+
2000 - 20Gb+

-Increase 25x in 2 years
50 exabytes

=
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Storage
Encyclopaedia Britannica
- 72,000 articles, 4000 images, 1200 maps, dictionary, index
- 600 Mbytes - distributed on single CD-ROM
INSPEC Database
- Abstracts of 7 million scientific and technical papers
- 13 Gbytes - distributed on CD-ROM set
Human Genome Project
Sequence of 100,000 genes, 3000 million bases
Raw minimum of 6 Gbytes - 10 CD-ROMs
100,000 protein structures
for millions of individuals
Large Hadron Collider at CERN - Higgs boson
-4 exabytes per year of raw data
Human Brain
-100 billion ne"rnnc 1 00 K billion

1 LaC

; (100 tera

.\

= all textual data in US Library of Congress
= 100 Terabytes

= 500,000 novels
10,000 LaCs needed to store everything ever written,
composed, performed, painted, filmed or recorded (so far)
'".

,
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Giant Information systems
The Global Storage Explosion
'We need information search and management technology
which will:
'scale to exabyte-order global distributed information
resources
·handle image & video data
'handle distributed persistent hypermedia linkages
'We need information infrastructure technology to manage
Giant Information Systems
'global telecomm+lnternet+Web is >1 billion computers
·1 in 4 people owning 10 information appliances is >10
billion computers
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-Information Appliances
-Personal Digital Imaging
-Home Infrastructure
-Mobile "Computing"
-Wi reless-ness
-PC and DTV collide in the Home
-End-User systems
-Self Service
update on In/ormation Appliances see
Business Week Special Report - "Beyond tile PC",
Marcil 8tlt 1999

CD-ROMs

;"" d;:'"
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Scanners

Digital Media "Things"

Digital

Digital TV
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The Changing World of Personal Systems

I
I

Personal Systems
PC

Consumer
Electronics

Inf.)rm aticm AppU ances

HDTV

Cameras
Web TV

Eyeglasses
Fridge

HP Company Confidential

Personal
Computing
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Imaging Appliance Family
Printers

jiI:j

Information Appliance
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Self Service

Information Utility

Information Appliance
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Digital imaging
Worldwide digital camera sales:
1996-1.7m
2001- 8.3m
Main growth engine - consumer market
In USA, 90m photographers take 20bn+ photographs
Only 10% for commercial purposes
Digital imaging will become pervasive in the home

Digital Photography
One high quality digital photograph:
• 2m pixels each with 3 colours and 256 brightness
levels (8 bits)
One photograph needs 50Mbits of storage;
1 Megabyte after compression
Digital wedding album requires 100 Megabytes
(approx 20% of a CD-ROM)
100 albums over 15 years:
1.4 Gbytes per year
3 CD-ROMs per year
= 1 PC hard disc drive per year

=
=
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IMAGE AS DATA

"Cheap imagers in personal products
*Everything networked
*Cheap viewers & printers
*1000 million cameras on the WWW
*Home, work, lifestyle, leisure
*Wasteful- like the phone!

*From saving time to spending time
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In front of the Wall - Personal Digital Imaging

Recent HP Labs achievements
• CMOS Image capture
• High resolution displays
• Capshare 910 casual capture appliance
• Mobile communications

HP CMOS Image Sensors
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HP CMOS Image Sensors
HP is introducing the first members of a family of CMOS
image sensors
4 Products : 640x480 or 352x288 pixels (Colour or
Monochrome)
Designed for a variety of digital imaging applications
Many advantages to camera manufacturers :
Best-in-class Image Quality
Reduced Cost, Power & Size
Faster Time-to-Market

Target imaging applications
HP CMOS Image Sensors fit into a variety of applications
Imaging for Communications
- PC peripherals (video conferencing, scanning, video
clips)
- Personal digital cameras
- Portable computers
- Cell phones
Imaging for Security
- Bio-Sensors (fingerprint, Face & iris recognition)
- Surveillance cameras
Imaging for Entertainment
- Toys
- Camcorders

'"
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HP's Differentiators
HP CMOS Image Sensors offer many unique features
Image Quality
- HP Expertise· 35 years of imaging and technology
Development
- Low Dark Current· 0.11 nAlcm2
- Large Dynamic Range:
• AID: GOdB
• Pixel: G5dB
Integration
- Timing, AID's, Control blocks completely integrated
- Single Voltage Design, All Digital 1/0
Manufacturability
- Machine Soldering Tolerant Color Filters

Refresh barrier

• liquid crystal relaxes when
not driven

Data rate
Mb/s

VGA

Refresh
• limits number of rows
• uses power

XVGA

A3 print
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Stabilize two states ...
Previous approaches:
entangle with polymer

Stabili zed Cholesteric

+ easy to make

- slow, high voltage

Bistable nematic device

microstructured surfaces
stabilize two surface
orientations

+ robust;
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+ conventional LC materials
+ potential for low cost

plastic replication
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Collaboration
Date

Group

Relationship

Motive

96197

OERA

-18 month
contract

evaluate 8N
potentia l

high value

U.

equipment
grants

encourage
relevant basic
research

long term

Calabria,

96 -

~aly

97-

OTA

Foresight
novel optics
project

98-

U. Bristol

CASE award

98-

U.Exeter

Short tenn
contract

exploratIon of
synergistic
areas
computational
mooellng
specific

measurement
technique

Swipe

Comments

cultural challenges

networking
multl-party leadership

challenges
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The HP CapShare 910
Information Appliance
Marriage of Complementary Technologies
Microsoft's IrDA driver
HP's New CapShare page
processing technolo~y
HP's JetSend communication
technology

~

Adobe Acrobat's PDF file
format; Windows Explorer
user interface

Standard AA,
rechargeable NiCD or
NiMH batteries

HP CapShare 910 Appliance

• Capture : Uses freeform motion to electronically capture
documents in under 6 seconds
• Store: Stores and displays 50 letter-sized documents with 4
Mbytes of built-in memory and LCD display
• Share: One button sends documents to laptops, desktop PCs,
printers or smart wireless handheld devices
• Anywhere: Small (the size of a portable CD player), lightweight
(12.5 ounces including batteries) and rugged

·,
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Infrared

Communication for Portable Appliances
Embedded Short.Range Wireless Connectivity
Point-and-Shoot or Place-and-Play Usage
Data rates to 4M bps
Proposed extensions to 16Mtips.
Widespread deployment in:
- Portable PCs and PDAs
- Printers
- Digital Cameras
- Mobile Phones
- Capture and Share
HP led Architecture and Specifications

•

Convergence in the Home
Appliances +PC + TV + Internet + Phone
PC's

TV.
CD·ROM
HI FI Audio
VCR

Scanner
Printer

Digital Camera
Photoprinter
Viewer
Storage
DVD·RW
Projector
Internet/Web Site

Homenet
- Flrewire
- Swap
-Irda
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Home RF Working Group:
Connectivity, when and where it is needed
Industry Working Group established Q1
1998 now with> 50 members
Specification: Dec 1998
First Products: Q4 1999

d ata

VoIce

mO~lt"9, .

Enables spontaneous
wireless connectivity to
a broad range of mobile
devices
Taps into the latent
power of the PC to
create a smart
communication system
for voice and data
Enables resource
sharing and extends the
reach of the PC

Wireless Connectivity using SWAP: 'Shared Wireless Access Protocol'

HomeRF - Technical Summary
Wireless Connectivity using SWAP:
'Shared Wireless Access Protocol'
2.4GHz Unlicensed Frequency Band
Frequency hopping, 50 hops/sec
Data Rate: 1 or 2Mb/s
Transmit Power: 100mW
Range up to 50 meters
Hybrid TDMAlCSMA frame
- Up to 6 voice connections, with retransmission
- Virtually unlimited data connections
High Quality speech using 32kb/s ADPCM
TDMA networks managed by Control Point and/or
Ad-hoc Peer-to-Peer data networks possible
Cheap
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Personal Area Networks
BodyNet
. 'reach-space' radio
BodyNct :
individua l modules
that communicate via
low range rad io

.10Mbps
. powered by AA cells
..... UJi ~ produces
a n aura that can
co mmunicate with
o ther systems

comms integratio n fo r the ultra portables

WAN __ LAN

__ PAN
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Thomas Rischbeck
Due to time shortage all discussion was deferred to after the talk. The discussion then
started with Professor Cockton enquiring about the rough plans of UK research
councils in the area of information organisation and management in the light of his
involvement with similar programmes in Finland. Dr Taylor expressed concerns about
nobody actually mounting corresponding proposals for basic strategic research and
pointed out the necessity for fundamental research.
Further di sc ussion then focused on the ever-recurring topic of information
management. Professor Jones raised the opinion that much storage space is actually
filled up with multiple copies of the same data. Dr Taylor spoke of an explosion of
informal digital information from different kinds of sources, e.g. digital cameras or
digital video. New standards of information organisation and also new concepts are
needed. Those might include "forgetful ness" to fi lter out the "0.1 %" of data we really
want to keep.
Dr Taylor repeatedly appealed to the research community actively to engage in the
development of underlying science in order to make new technologies easy to use, nondisruptive, well-behaved, safe, trustworthy and affordable. Despite the need to achieve
this set of properties, Professor Mamdani said that one should also consider what is
"already going on" and achieve at an appropriate level of coping with current
technology. Key delimiters for next generation scale-up are science and fundamental
research. However, as researchers and technology forecasters we are faced with the
responsibility to assess the impact of avalanching technologies, which is almost
impossible. Insofar, coping with current technology is an important aspect of our role.
In add iti on, Professor Mamdani explained the "don't worry" att itude towards
information management. He gave the example of the home attic which is organised by
the technique of throwing away unused things. Similarly, accumulated data could be
cleared out by getting rid of "rubbish". If information is not visib le any more it is
probably not important and can be discarded.
Professor Randell then went on to issues of security and dependence. He recalled
Professor Neumann's seminar on Tuesday/Wednesday and in his absence gave a voice
to his opinions. Professor Neumann would have queried fundamental problems in the
base infrastructure, like the internet and deployed operating systems. On the one hand
commercial pressures, like short-time to market imply a lack of robustness and lead to
the "laughable security of PC operating systems." On the other hand, government
pressures, like restriction of cryptography, exist. Both parties need to rethink their view
as in the future they can bring about a solution for getting the quality of infrastructure
that is needed.
Dr Taylor agreed with a governmental responsibility for new laws and their
enforcement to protect citizens from crime and fraud in cyberspace. Security of enduser systems is important. Part of this is the release of cryptography technology and in
parallel the prevention and prosecution of fraud . He was sceptical about doing it slowly
to get everything right. For the moment only "good enough" fraud detection is needed.
Professor Cockton gave the example of Y2K compliance which was enforced by
insurance clauses rather than governmental pressure.

=

Returning to issues of data management, Professor Mamdani suggested "rusting
memory". Information in a system could decay automatically; if you really want to keep
it, explicit action would be necessary. This property could be "built into data itself".
Professor Randell added that in fact an essential property of data is that it is best used
by data. Mr Rowley contributed the implementation idea of expiry date and owner
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attached with each data item. If the expiry date comes, a couple of warnings could be
issued to the owner, before final removal from storage. The owner's responsibility for
individual data items is a key concept - "orphan" data is of no value.
Professor Jones mentioned that there is not only the issue of finding information with
unknown location. Another problem which contributes to the explosion of information
originates from the greatly lowered thres hold of publication in times of the internet.
Also, Professor Tedd pointed out that organisation of the world-wide information (or
even of a restricted subarea), though badly needed, won't be attainable. The reason
being that "the world is not organised" which opposes the creation of a top-down
catalogue of all accessible content. Dr Taylor countered that his vision of organising
information is given by a collection of networks with decentralised "intelligence".
Scholarship over the next 50 years could provide different threads through all the
material.
Professor Martin reinforced the idea that the process of organising information implies
the need for a valuation model. Market value which manifests itself with the statement
"if they don't pay for it, it's not worth keeping" is a possi ble candidate. This is not
desirable, because aspects, like social value, heritage value or cultural value should be
taken into consideration, as well. Certainly, valuation cannot be done with universal
validity. A side-look at sociology gives hope here: There is no universal community or
society, "but we get along" as a self-organising society.
Professor Nygaard mentioned a religiou s and ethical niche problem of information
creation and deletion . He questioned whether if an author dies, her "web page stays
alive?" Is there an obligation of preserving this heritage or can it be deleted? Should the
web pages of outstanding personalities be kept longer on storage before deletion?
Mr Rowley expressed concern that the creation of the so-called "docuvers", the single
document that links to every other information is the death of IPR. The technology to
create exact copies of the original is at every body's disposal, cheap and easy to use.
This is a completely new situation compared to the effort required to copy a book for
example, which makes it impossible to prosecute copyright infringement. Technology,
which provides evidence for copyright infringements, e.g. watermarking must be
underpinned by appropriate laws as Professor Mamdani said. At the moment, we face
an impotence of national governments in defining and regulating those issues. National
differences in jurisdiction are a problem.
Professor Mamdani pleaded for a more flexible interpretation of the term intellectual
property than the one currently applied by lawyers. Not only the current owner should
be considered, but the whole "value chain" in which information is generated and
exchanged. There are many different ways in which generators, designers, editors,
organisers or distributors can share revenue.
Dr Taylor agreed that new ways of how people can add value to intellectual property
have to be identified. Again, he stressed the point that careful thinking and pragmatics
are necessary before these issues can be dealt with properly. To protect intellectual
property, responsive action can then be taken by advising appropriate jurisdiction,
possibly including changes to the constitution.
./

...

Mr Yapp then pointed out the limits of current rasterisation technology. Many artifacts,
so he said, cannot be digitised without destroying them. For others the digital
representation is very different from the original, e.g. a scan of a Van Gogh painting
has no depth information. Dr Taylor said that of course, digitised versions are not a
replacement for the experiel1ce uf the original version i1ll11any cases uutlllcrciy a highfidelity version of it with greatly improved accessibility for millions of people. 3D
scanning technology will not be available in the near future . However, as Professor
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Randell mentioned some things are actually more legible through digital imaging, as for
example the discipline of digital restoration proves.
Summarising the week, Professor Cockton said there were technological factors and
occasionally social shaping factors mentioned. In his opinion, the coinciding design
process was not emphasised enough. Dr Taylor answered that des ign professionals
need to think radically different about the new developments. I.e., how do you add to a
giant evolving system and at the same time protect your subsystem. Ad hoc systems
and end user systems must be considered from the point of view of what they deliver to
the user. Research is required to identify enabling standards and pieces of infrastructure
that have to get into place beforehand.
Chairman Professor Randell thanked the speaker and the audience.

General Discussion
There followed a more general discussion of both talks. Professor Martin commenced
with a criticism of the current practice of standardi sation as exemplified by DA VIC
(Digital Audio Visual Council) or the Intelligent Agent standardisation process
mentioned by Professor Mamdani. Neither included assumptions about specific
configurations and value chains built into the technical architecture. Although there has
been some development, no distinction can be made between a political process and a
standardisation process. The distinction between political and commercial assumptions
must be made explicit, as it is an undeniable fact that industrial protection is necessary
for all standards. As Professor Mamdani said, the overall goal of the standard making
process is to reach a common agreement on which way to go based on the technological
offers and proposals handed in by participating companies; also risk management is an
important aspect. However, Professor Martin believed that often the "sort of business a
company is in" determines their degree of influence in shaping the new standard.
Likewise, as Dr Kay noted, lobbyism is another important factor instead of the desired
confluence of patticipants
Returning to IPR issues, Dr Kay was reminded of a point of Dr Taylor's talk saying
that one of the reasons for the success of the current IPR regime is "that we have the
right to break the rules." Technological attempts to establish a new regime have failed to
date as their viability is limited by restrictiveness. Although the current regime does not
imply a guarantee "to get away with having broken the rules" as Professor Rousset de
Pina expressed, often a "very flexible interpretation" (Dr Kay) is possible. Professor
Mandani noted that this is made poss ible by a body of case law which is not available
for new regimes. For the issues discussed this will be available sooner or later. The
law profession is considerably well informed and a lot of effort has been put into
content-related case law by both judges and law firms.
Problems in the legal framework according to Dr Kay are the current emphasis on
copying rather than theft. In analogy to physical goods an owner is deprived from
getting value of his (intellectual) property. Moreover, grey areas exist, e.g. the act of
caching a website is technically against the law.
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